Analysis of flash echo from contrast agent for designing optimal ultrasound diagnostic systems.
Microbubble-based contrast agents can enhance echoes in areas of low blood flow, but the bubbles are extremely sensitive and collapse easily when exposed to ultrasound (US) irradiation. An experimental study of bubble collapse was carried out to design new functions for US diagnostic systems to detect echoes from microbubbles more efficiently. For contrast agent (Levovist) solution, a high-intensity, but momentary, echo (flash echo), was observed in the first frame image after a several-second suspension of transmission, but was not seen in the second frame image. These "flash echo" signals were analyzed and categorized based on microscopic observation, and the results showed that the longevity of the microbubbles was reduced by conditions such as B-mode imaging. Next, a numerical simulation of the bubbles in liquid was performed under the same conditions as in the in vitro experiment. The results showed that even bubbles less than 1 microm in diameter expand and collapse within one pulse drive, which would generate flash echoes. The flash echo imaging system described here permits flexible intermittent scanning with variable intervals, with a variable number of frames at the trigger, and with simultaneous monitoring at low power output. Animal experiments were also conducted to evaluate the system. As the interval between frames was increased, the flash echoes gradually increased, and perfusion in the parenchyma was clearly observed with an interval of 4 s.